Heterogeneity of inherited diseases could statistically be demonstrated by utilizing a concept of sporadic cases. A model of segregation analysis based on family data was implemented to derive formulae of estimating the proportion of sporadic cases. With an illustrative example of congenital deafness, it is shown that the estimate of the proportion of sporadic cases is rather sensitive to the probability of ascertainment or the method of family selection. While an assumption of single ascertainment leads to an upper limit of the proportion of sporadic cases, another extreme under complete ascertainment yields a lower one. Between two extremes the estimated proportion of sporadics changes nearly linearly for a given set of family data. A proper estimate of the ascertainment probability therefore would be desirable for an appropriate evaluation of the proportions of sporadic cases. When the probability of ascertainment was not available, the proportion of sporadic cases were unable to be estimated properly. However, a suggestion made for accepting hypothesis of no sporadics unless the test was significant under the assumption of single ascertainment. Alternatively, if the test was significant under the assumption of complete ascertainment, it indicates that there would be genetic heterogeneities.
INTRODUCTION
It has become ubiquitous to point out that any inherited disorder may be produced by more than one genotype. The significances of genetic heterogeneity are manifold. Clinically, an appreciation has important diagnostic value, since diagnosis by age of onset, severity and some other specific features defines our approach to treatment and counseling, to these matters as well. Scientifically, elucidation of the mechanism of heterogeneity has already begun to tell us enormous polymorphisms in which the human genome can be modified and the relatively small number of ways that such genetic variation can be expressed phenotypically. Heterogeneity is very often defined using chemical or biochemical assays such as identification of compounds in blood and urine, molecular hybridization analyses, enzyme activity assay, protein characterization and so on.
Genetic methods by all means have been important in demonstrating heterogeneity. The chance marriage of two individuals each affected with autosomal recessively inherited deafness gave birth to none of deaf offsprings (Kraatz, 1925) , demonstrating conclusively that the mutations that produced deafness in the two parents were different and probably nonallelic. Linkage study has also revealed heterogeneity in hereditary elliptocytosis into two forms: one closely linked to the Rh blood groups, the other not (Morton, 1956) . Complementation in mixed cells of heterokaryons is an another way of demonstrating heterogeneity (eg. Willard et aL, 1978) . In several instances, heterogeneity was suggested by different modes of inheritance of phenotypically similar disorders.
The objects of this paper are to summarizes succinctly statistical methods of analyzing heterogeneity of inherited disorders based on family data. The analysis utilizes a concept of sporadic cases introduced first by Haldane (1949) and implemented in segregation analysis by Morton (1959) .
CONCEPT AND TERMINOLOGY Haldane (1949) emphasized that sibships containing only one affected individual should receive separate treatment from those with two or more affected individuals because single, or as he called it sporadic case of a given condition could occur not as the result of Mendelian segregation for the major gene known to cause the condition. These sporadic cases could have a variety of causes, such as mutations, phenocopies resulting from environmental causes and determined by a mimicking polygenic complex rather than the major gene (Wright, 1934) , technical or diagnostic errors, extramarital conceptions, rare instances of heterozygous expression of a recessive gene, chromosomal nondisjunction, or complex genetic mechanisms. All these are likely to be rare events. Thus the probability of a sporadic case in any given family is in general low enough to make it very unlikely that two such cases occur in one family. Thus families with one affected offspring, called either simplex in which there are normal sibling(s) or uniplex where he(she) is an only child, are mixture of sporadic cases and chance isolated case, instance of Mendelian segregation for the relevant gene. Families with two or more affected offsprings, called multiplex are however almost certainly the result of Mendelian segregation for the major gene. The term familial case usually infers a multiple occurrence of affected persons within a pedigree. Here we shall use it interchangeably with multiplex because of interest to siblings. Although such a distinction is difficult or impractical, the proportion of sporadic cases can be determined statistically. An isolated case should never be termed sporadic unless there is reason to believe that it is not chanceisolated, namely, sporadic cases of different origin from familial cases.
If both sporadic and familial cases are rare and uncorretated in occurrence, and if the recurrence rate is very small for sporadic cases, then multiplex families will consist almost exclusively of familial cases. We assume that any sibship with two or more affected is familial sibships which may happen to have only one affected. We therefore analyze simplex and multiplex families separately and attribute any excess of affected in the latter to sporadics.
SEGREGATION MODEL
Among models of segregation analysis developed by Morton (1959 Morton ( , 1969 , the following one is pertinent to estimate the proportion of sporadic cases; a model of incomplete ascertainment where families are selected through affected offspring(s). Sporadic cases make up a proportion x of all cases in the population, and simplex families with sporadic cases constitute a proportion w of families of size s with r affected children. Excluding sporadic cases, the mean number of affected children in a sibship of size s with at least one member affected is ? = sp/[1 -(2 _p)s] where p is the segregation frequency. The proportion of sporadic cases (x) among affected offspring in families of size s is therefore w-1 X--w.1 +(1 -w).~ or, substituting for ?,
Since the probability of ascertained simplex families of size s among those having at least one affected offspring is a sum of those due to sporadics and chance isolated, probability of the latter being sp(1 -p)~-1/[2-(1-p)~], we have sp(2 _p)~-i
in which ~r is the probability of ascertainment. For multiplex families, the probability is
1 -(1 -p)~ (r =2,3, ..., s) where 1-(1-~r) r is the probability of ascertainment of families with r affected offsprings. Vol. 26, No. 1, 1981 Noting that P(1)+ P(2)+... + P(s)= 1, we obtain
where I/k is in fact the probability of an ascertained family of size s among segregating families. The distribution of r affected in ascertained families of size s is therefore given by
(r = 2,3, ..., s).
In case of a single ascertainment, the probability of ascertainment becomes zero since all probands are excluded from the sample in analysis (Yasuda and Saito, 1980) . The probabilities are then
(r=2,3, ..., s).
Note here that families selected through an affected child (proband) could be treated as a sample taken by complete ascertainment through parent if probands are removed from the material.
STATISTICAL METHODS
Gathering families contained r affected in sibling with the size s through a probands make them feasible to score the observed number, ns~. A table of n~ has been called a SR table. The our position is to test a genetic hypothesis from which the frequency of segregation derives as p = 1/4 for both parents being normal, and p = 1/2 for one parent be normal and the other being affected. The probability of ascertainment &) is usually unknown unless probands were defined explicity.
Knowing p and ~c, however, a genetic hypothesis of no sporadic case may be tested as follows. Applying a method of maximum likelihood scoring upon the model (1) and (2), the score U(x) and the information K(x) are where and SPORADIC CASES AND GENETIC HETEROGENEITY U(x)=Zu~(x) and
(7) In which nsl and ns are respectively the number of simplex family with sibship size s and the observed number of family whose size is s. Tables 1 and 2 are prepared for computation of ud0) and kd0), respectively, for p= 1/4 and 1/2, s=2, ..., 15, and ==0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. Method 1. The proportion of sporadic cases could be obtained, with the standard error, from
A test of the genetic hypothesis of no sporadics, i.e, x = 0 is made by a quantity
that distributes asymtotically as a chi-square variate with one degree of freedom. A test of heterogeneity among x's could be performed by a chi-square variate Tables 3 and 4 for respectively p= 1/4 and 1/2, and s--2, ..., 15 and ~r=0., 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. Note here that for a given sibship size s if either there is no simplex family (n~ = 0) or solely simplex families (n~x = n~) xs can not be estimated by this method since no information is contained on the proportion of sporadic cases in such data. The chi-square tests mentioned in method 1 may be made by substituting x2 instead x~ for (9) and (10), respectively. Method 3. The above two estimates are in fact first approximations in interactive processes of a method of maximum likelihood scoring. A maximum likelihood solution (x3) is obviously desirable but it requires cumbersome computations which might give a feel to disincline to do so unless electronic computer be avaiIable.
In case of a single ascertainment (~ = 0), the scores are, from (3) and (4), and us(x) 1 nsl
A WORKING EXAMPLE Furusho and Yasuda (1973) Table I ).
III=ks(0)/n~ (from Table 2 ). ** Significant at 1~ level. Table 1 ).
II=spn/[1--(1--pn)s] (from
district of Japan, which may serve as an illustration not only for testing the hypothesis of no sporadics, but also for estimating the proportion of sporadic cases. The observed distributions of affected persons among families have been summarized in SR tables, one for congenital deaf born to normal parents (Table 4 in the paper cited) and the other for those born to normal and affected parents ( Table 5 in the paper cited). The paper also included a distribution of probands among affected siblings (RA table) so that the ascertainment probability could be estimated as r:=0.5011_+0.0289 (Yasuda, 1979) . For the illustrative purpose, we take the value ~=0.5. Table 5 depicts method 1 for intercross families not only for testing the hypothesis that p= 1/4 and x=0, but also for estimating the proportion of sporadic cases. In column 2 is the observed number of simplex family (nsl) for a given size of siblings, and in column 4 r~ designates the observed number of family with the size of sibship s. Columns 3 and 5 are respectively found in Table 1 for p=l/4 and r,=0.5. Column 7 is from Table 2 for p= 1/4 and ,~=0.5. Since the data yield U(0) =372.88 and K(0)-1609.8, the value of chi-square for a test of the genetic hypothesis that x=0 becomes (372.88)2/1609.7 = 86.37 (formula 9) with one degree of freedom being highly significant. An estimate of the proportion of sporadic cases is then xl= 0.2316+0,0249 (formula 8). Thus as shown in columns 9 and 10 of Table 5 , we obtain U(xl)=40.68 and K(x~)=1067.4. To calculate respectively us(x) and ks(x) (6) and (7), the following relations may be useful to utilize the values in Table 3 (10)) with 10-2 = 8 degrees of freedom, which is not significant (0.1 < P < 0.2).
Alternative procedure (method 2) was shown in Table 6 . Calculation of x~, the proportion of sporadics for a given size of sibship s, made them simpler with Table  3 . The values of C's and D's are respectively found en bloc in Table 3, A more elaborated estimate obtained by a method of maximum likelihood scoring was x3=0.2709_+0.0310. The above conventional estimates, x~ and x2, are in fact within the standard error of the maximum likelihood solution. An independent estimate of the proportion of sporadic cases has also been derived from inbreeding study as x4--0.2456+__0.0572 (Furusho and Yasuda, 1973) . This, too, is in a good Table 7 . Estimation of the proportion of sporadic cases in congenital deaf born to normal and affected parents in Kanto district of Japan (Method 1). p=l/2 and ~=0.5
2 (6) (2.) -(6) (1.1428)= 5.14 0.979 5.9 4.73 5.79 3.86 3 (6) (4.) - (8) Table 1 ). III=ks(0)/ns (from Table 2 ), * Significant at 5~ level. Table 1 ). agreement with the others. Taking a mean weighted by K or a reciprocal of variance for four xi's, a representative estimate would be x=0.25__0.02. Congenital deafness is thus of 100 (1 -x) =0.75 or 75 percent due to recessive genes in the present material.
Backcross material yields x1=0.0749+0.0307 (Table 7) , x~=0.1520__0.0949 (Table 8 ) and a maximum likelihood solution being x3=0.2121 +0.1058. Method 1 seems to give an underestimate of x, but the standard error is the smallest. This discrepancy is probably due to a smallness of sample size. We take a point value of weighted mean of three estimates; namely, x--0.09 + 0.03. Therefore of 100(1 -x) = 0.91 or 91 percent congenital deafness is due to either dominants or recessives since both modes of inheritance yield segregation frequency to be 1/2 in backcross. Since 75 percent was due to recessive genes unraveled from the analysis of intercross families, the difference 91-75= 16 percent is due to dominant genes. The remaining portions of 9 percent are due to neither recessives nor dominants, and which would include genes due to sex-linkage, more complex genetic mechanisms, sporadics due to unrecognized infection or misclassification, and so on. In Furusho and Yasuda (1973) , a ratio of recessives : dominants : sporadics (included sex-linkage) was 71 : 17 : 12, while the present re-analysis resulted it 75 : 16 : 9. Both ratios by all means agree well each other. Genetic heterogeneity of congenital deafness has been well documented as McKusick (1971) listed 36 recessives, 32 dominants and 6 sex-linked kinds.
DISCUSSION
For all practical purposes, method 1 would be sufficient for testing hypothesis that there is no sporadics and for estimating proportion of sporadic cases. Backcross data however yield a smaller estimate of x by method 1 compared to the other methods. This has been attributed to a smallness of sample size, but an alternative explanation would be possible. When an estimate of maximum likelihood was obtained as x3 --0.2121 ___ 0.1058 under the hypothesis that p = 1/2 and ~ = 0.5, a value of the chi-square for p became 6.70 with one degree of freedom being statistically significant at five percent level. On the other hand, an estimated frequency of segregation under the hypothesis that ==0.5 and x=0 was p=0.275+0.056. This infers that the backcross data might be explained by no sporadics but incomplete penetrance (0.275+0.056)/0.5=0.55+0.11.
A joint estimation of p and x with =--0.5 yields practically the same figures; namely, p = 0.270 + 0.087 and x--0.015 + 0.206. At a glance incomplete penetrance would well explain the backcross data, but it would be not the case. Because analysis of intercross families suggested the existence of non-recessives so that the above statistically superficial finding might be due to bias of sampling such as under-representation of affected siblings if one of parents was affected. Such biases would be serious when the size of sample was small. It would be very careful to accept the hypothesis when two parameters, penetrance and sporadics, were significant. Discussibns so far made were based on knowing an estimate of the probability of ascertainment. In a many reports probands are not distinguishable from secondary cases, given only affection status in pedigree. Even in the case where the ascertainment probability could be estimated, critiques have been made on assumptions of both independency of probands each other and constancy of the ascertainment probability among affected persons. One way to avoid a nuisance parameter zc in segregation analysis is to assume that a given data would be an intermediate position between single (re = 0) and complete (Tr = 1) ascertainment as a/ready suggested in analysis of segregation frequency (Smith, 1959) . In the working example, for intercross we have U(0)=541.74 and K(0)=1366.3 assumed the single ascertainment so that x1=0.396__+0.027 with XZ=214.80 (df=l) and Xhe~=13.40 (df=8). Also, x2= 0.411+__0.029 and xz=0.418+0.029. Estimated proportions of sporadic cases are somewhat twofold the ones obtained previously with re=0.5. Assuming a complete ascertainment, intercross families yield U(0)= 161.95 and K(0)= 1793.1 so that xl= 0.090+_0.023 with X2= 14.63 (df= 1) and Xhet 2= 11.91 (df= 8). Also, x2=0.062_+ 0.026 and x3=0.102_+0.029. An assumption of == 1 gave a minimum value of the proportion of sporadic cases, but a chi-square test was still statistically significant, indicating that the hypothesis of no sporadics was invalid. That is, the assumption of complete ascertainment would be sufficient for testing the hypothesis of no sporadics because the smallest estimate of x was obtained under the assumption of complete ascertainment.
As depicted in Fig ]" Fig. 3 . Effects of various values of the ascertainment probability on the segregation frequency in congenital deaf in Kanto district of Japan.
,-- Fig. 2 . Proportion of dominant conditions in congenital deaf in Kanto district of Japan under the assumption of various values of the ascertainment probability.
at ~r---1 in the present material. A suggestion therefore made for accepting hypothesis of no sporadics unless the test was significant under the assumption of single ascertainment. Alternatively, if the test was significant under complete ascertainment, it indicates that there would be genetic heterogeneities. However, a proper value of z would be necessary in order to estimate appropriately the proportion of sporadic cases. The proportion of dominant conditions was examined for utilizing backcross as well as intercross families. A difference of the estimated proportions of sporadics between backcross and intercross data is an estimated portion of dominant conditions in incomplete ascertainment. As shown in Fig. 2 , maximum likelihood solutions gave a maximum at rc = 0.5. A conventional method 1 gave the values of dominant conditions from 0.055 (~= 1) to 0.290 (~r =0), probably because of biases discussed previously. Figure 2 also indicates that a dissecting the proportion of sporadic cases, especially by method 1, is more sensitive to the probability of ascertainment and possible biases introduced in sampling. Intrinsic nature of overestimating the proportion of sporadic cases is once again obvious in the single ascertainment.
In this connection, it would be worthwhile to examine the effect of ~r on the estimate of segregation frequency p, since the value of ~ is so often unknown that we must assume a mode of ascertainment in segregation analysis. Figure 3 shows a relation between p and ~r in both intercross and backcross materials. With estimated segregation frequency by a method of maximum likelihood, an assumption of single ascertainment yielded the smallest value of p, increased practically linearly to a maximum at the one obtained under the complete ascertainment. The probability of ascertainment affects the estimates of segregation frequency p and the proportion of sporadic cases x in opposite directions, but the effect seems to be smaller in p than in x.
Thus, if a proper value of the ascertainment probability was not available, it would be practical to perform segregation analysis under the assumption of both single and complete ascertainments. Then following interpretations might be instructive. First, the hypothesis of no sporadics was unable to be rejected statistically, and the observed segregation frequency was compatible to the expected one. We accept the disease be explained by Mendelian genes. Second, no sporadics but the observed segregation frequency was lower than the expected one. Mendelian genes with incomplete penetrance might be an acceptable mechanism. Third, sporadics were statistically significant but the segregation frequency was compatible with the genetic hypothesis. Genetic heterogeneity might be compatible with Mendelian genes. Finally, there were sporadics, and segregation frequency was deviated from the hypothesis. Careful examination would be necessary to reduce any mechanism because of, among other things, sampling biases, smallness of sampling size, diagnosis criteria, selection or wrong hypothesis being tested.
It is hoped that statistical analysis should be in the collation of laboratory or clinical studies or at ieast should indicate a direction of such approaches. Thereby, evidences could be counterchecked each other.
